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README!

This is a storytelling presentation - whilst you 
may glean some snippets of enlightenment
from reading these slides, the experience 
will be like the fish living in the Ocean...

It does not comprehend that there is a sky



Disclaimers
The stories in this collection are works of fiction, synthesized from ideas 
acquired over many years. Any resemblance to persons living or dead, or to 
corporations, situations, religions, philosophies, gross acts of injustice, or other 
works of fiction — past, present, or future imperfect — is purely coincidental.

No* actual monks were harmed in the making of this presentation.

* Well, maybe a few…

"Cultural appropriation" is a topic that seems to come up a lot these days when discussing art of all types. We humbly 
accept suggestions on how to run this presentation more sensitively - especially if you're a member of one of the 
groups that you feel is being misrepresented in a cringe-worthy way.

http://thecodelesscode.com/about#
http://thecodelesscode.com/about#
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In a land far far away…..



● Case I - The small stuff
● Case III - Encapsulation
● Case VI - Empty
● Case XIII - Evolution
● Case XIX - By any other name
● Case XXXIV - The naming of names

Section I - Code



Case I - The small stuff

If you take care of the 
little things, the big things 
take care of themselves



Case I - The small stuff (in Java)



Case III - Encapsulation

Keep your innards to 
yourself



Case III - Encapsulation (in Java)



Case III - Encapsulation (in Java)



Case III - Result

ERROR  c.c.p.encapsulation.Stomach 

- Monk ends up with food mashed into robes.



Case VI - Empty

Empty collections are 
better than null



Case VI - Empty (in Java)



Case XIII - Evolution

Stand on the shoulders of Giants
but not follow others blindly 



Case XIII - Evolution (In Java)



Case XIX - By any other name

Magic numbers have 
no semantic meaning



Case XIX - By any other name (in Java)



Case XXXIV - The naming of names

"Verb your expletive nouns!"



Case XXXIV - The naming of names



Case XXXIV - The naming of names



Case XXXIV - The naming of names



● Case VII - The enemy of Good
● Case XXIX - Goldfish
● Case XLIV - The backwards monk
● Case LVIII - Enough to hang yourself by
● Case LXIII - Shackles

Section II - Testing



Case VII - The enemy of good

Perfection is the 
enemy of good



Case XXIX - Goldfish

You are a programmer, 
automate



Case XXIX - Goldfish (In Chef)



Case XLIV - The backwards monk

To go forwards you 
must go backwards



Case XLIV - The backwards monk



Case LVIII - Enough to hang yourself by

The whole system matters



Case LXIII - Shackles

Let it go



Case LXIII - Shackles (In Java)

rm -rf *



Section III - Performance

● Case IX - Infinities
● Case ?? - Heroism



Case IX - Infinities

All things must 
come to an end



Case ?? - Heroism

Heroes die young



Section IV - Non Code

● Case XVI - Documentation
● Case XXVI - The uncorrected monk
● Case XXXII - Weeds
● Case LXIX - Up To Date



Case XVI - Documentation

Code is not everything



Case XVI - Documentation



Case LXIX - Up to date

The source is long...



Case XXVI - The uncorrected monk

Lead by example and 
do not tolerate excuses



Case XXXII - Weeds

The path to the 
answer is as important 

as the answer...



● Case X - Pride
● Case XXII - Safety

Section V - Third Parties



Case XXII - Safety

DefaultImpl extends Abstract 
implements Interface



Case X - Pride

NotInventedHere.java



Case X - Pride (at jClarity)



Enlightened?

thecodelesscode.com
github.com/karianna/codelesscode





Case LXV - Two choices

The method that takes 
Object will cheerfully accept 

LeftFoot.



Case XXV - Compromise

Prototype



● Case LXXII - Too Eager
● Case LXXIII - The white pearl
● Case LXIV - Bathwater

Section VI - Misc



Case LXXII - Too eager

Handle laziness with grace



Case LXXIII - The white pearl

Logging causes haystacks



Case LXXIV - Bathwater

Levels matter















Case 67
Case 73



Case 41 - Garbage



Case 39 - The river of tea



Case 38 - Language






